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SCHOENSTATT WESTERN AUSTR ALIA
DISCLAIMER LEGAL NOTICE

The Disclaimer Legal Notice also forms the Terms and Conditions.
Schoenstatt Western Australia also known as Schoenstatt WA, associates of the site and
anyone who provides content or works for the web site are not liable or responsible for
incorrect information and links in this site or the misuse of information in this site.
Schoenstatt WA attempts to provide correct and up-to-date information, however has no
control over content of any sites to which it links and accepts no responsibility for content
of the other web sites.
Schoenstatt WA is not responsible or liable for information in the Schoenstatt WA or any
other sections which has contributions from people or companies who are not employed or
contracted by Schoenstatt WA. The opinions expressed within the public forum are not
endorsed by Schoenstatt WA. All forum members are required to agree to the terms and
conditions upon registration; violation of the terms and posting content in breach of the
terms and conditions will lead to termination of the account. When registering to be able to
post comments, each member agrees that they accept full legal responsibility for all of
their posts, content and actions. User content is regularly checked and in the case that
user comments are deemed inappropriate or moderators are informed via a forum report,
private message or email of inappropriate user behaviour, comments will be removed and
the user account suspended or terminated. Schoenstatt WA and forum moderators
reserve the right to close member accounts without notification and prevent access to the
forum by individuals who breach forum rules or who are deemed unsuitable or disruptive.
This site operates on a non-discrimination basis. Listings and content will be excluded if
not deemed appropriate for family or general audiences or which operate competitively
against Schoenstatt WA, advertisers or anyone who provides content or works for this
website.
Schoenstatt WA reserves all rights to reject, delete, edit and regularly monitor the listings.
Businesses, organisations and individuals who add or edit a listing are required to accept
the Terms and Conditions and Forum Guidelines and provide correct information and
accept all legal responsibility for information provided.
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The News and Articles section contains information from contributors which are either
original or derived from press releases or sources in which text content and or images are
allowed to be reproduced. Contributors grant Schoenstatt WA complete rights to
indefinitely save edit and publish content. Copyright for original content remains with the
legal owner. While care is taken presenting news and articles on Schoenstatt WA, editors
and contributors cannot be held responsible for the accuracy of the information herein, or
any consequence arising from it. Permission is not required when linking to content from
an external website. Permission must be obtained and granted before any content
including text, images and video from Schoenstatt WA can be reproduced or published.
Schoenstatt WA regularly checks external websites which are linked from this website
however has neither direct control nor influence in the content of external website and
accepts no responsibility for the content of external websites.
Schoenstatt WA is not involved in, nor guarantees transactions as a result of offers made
by advertisers on this website including offers made in the forums.
PRIVACY AND DATA STORAGE
When visiting Schoenstatt WA, some statistical information is recorded. This is based on
the IP address though doesn’t reveal any personal information. This information is used to
gain a broad statistical overview of visitor activity and Schoenstatt WA uses the
information for this purpose alone. Third party services such as Wordpress analytics are
used and if you use other services, the advertising you see on this website or on other
websites may be adapted to your viewing habits. For further information and the option to
opt out, visit Google Advertising Privacy FAQs.
If you interact with this website and make a comment or sign-up and use the forum,
information you provide will be recorded and upon request any personal details will be
removed. Some advertisements and hyperlinks on this website and forum include a
tracking code and a cookie will be stored on your computer that recognises that you have
accessed their website from Schoenstatt WA. No personal information is revealed to
Schoenstatt WA and in the web browser settings the cookie settings can be changed and
cookies deleted.
COPYRIGHT
All original design, images and content on this website are copyright © Schoenstatt WA
unless otherwise stated. Photos are © Schoenstatt WA or are displayed with rights granted
from the original photographer or the agent.
Schoenstatt WA is linked to and operates within Schoenstatt Australia.
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